Rediscover the Art of Lending
It’s no secret that the multi-family loan process can be a tedious one.
And when your underwriters are more “problem” managers than
“project” managers, maybe it’s time to re-evaluate the process.
That’s where LendingStandard comes in.
We help you rediscover the art
of lending instead of focusing
on the minutiae of the details.

“It is light years

Launched in 2015 by experts

ahead of the system

who know your business
because they lived your
business, LendingStandard

I’ve used in the past.”
—Deputy Chief Underwriter

is the only secure online
origination and underwriting
system for HUD and Fannie/
Freddie multi-family lenders.
We know you are dedicated to building strong,
affordable communities across the US. Therefore, we
developed LendingStandard to take some of the pain
out of the loan application process, allowing you to
focus on the art of your craft. Our intuitive platform
helps market-proof your business by reducing errors,
improving efficiencies, and keeping projects on track;
ultimately giving you more time back to focus on
problem solving.

At the end of the day, what drives us is simple:
providing multi-family lenders with software
that meaningfully impacts the way you do
business and your quality of life.
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Product Overview

Our Vision is to be the pre-eminent
software solution for multi-family lending.
Underwriting documents takes hours to manually produce and
organize. Therefore, our solution automates the creation of a
consistent concept package, committee review document,
underwriter narrative and signature-ready client documents.
•

Sizer

•

Document Assembly

•

Underwriter Checklist

•

Document Portal

•

Dashboard and Reporting

•

Firm Submissions

Support for Fannie and Freddie updated to meet loan program standards
Prepopulates data to facilitate quicker loan committee approval
Manages tasks and organizes process
Eliminates redundancies and streamlines document sharing
Client pipeline management reporting tools improve accuracy
Saves days of effort per loan with accurate and consistent assembly

“Instead of our people
spending time grinding
through financials
and putting them in a
spreadsheet and … going
through the process of …
an application to send to
HUD, LendingStandard
helps us with those tasks,
makes those more
efficient, and therefore
our people have more
time for problem solving.”
-Chief Underwriter
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